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Granular Materials
nonlinear, complex systems
 industrial processing
 metamaterials
 avalanches, landslides
 sinkholes
 space applications





mixing/segregation
packing/energy transfer
avalanching/failure
stability/instability

Granular Materials & Jamming
• Large number of individual solid
grains, interact through repulsive
contact forces

temperature

• Dissipative interactions such as
inelastic collisions or friction
• Athermal: Energy must be
input to alter the state of the
system (out-of-equilibrium),
stuck in metastable states

shear
stress

(packing fraction)–1

Jamming —flow impeded due to geometrical
frustration (granular, foams, emulsions, traffic,…)

Goal: Non-Equilibrium Statistical Mechanics
Diffusion, coordinated motion, force chains, etc.

Complications
(a few anyway)
• Inhomogeneous stresses and large
fluctuations in space and time
• Shear banding / lack of scale
separation for fluctuations
• Large dissipation / limited
exploration of possible states
• Complex system (interaction of
many simple particles) / friction
and history dependence
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Many simple building blocks combine to
produce emergent, unpredictable behavior.
Unknown microscopic history of system
determines future outcomes.
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History Dependence

subsequent
1st

 separately bin critical angle for first avalanche after
reversing direction and subsequent avalanches

History Dependence: No Vibration

 with no external vibration, the “first avalanche” distribution
is different than steady-state (sign of history dependence)
 sufficient vibration leads to loss of “memory” of preparation
 perhaps vibration allows a predictable steady-state?

Particle-fluid Suspensions & Surface Chemistry

 Effects of surface chemistry on aggregation, mixing, and segregation

Increasing Percentage of Hydrophobic

 Increasing fraction of hydrophobic grains leads to formation of
larger aggregates, increased angle of repose, decreased mixing

Aggregate Composition

(aggregate)

(bulk)

• No segregation observed
• Once formed, aggregates are stable

water

• Mixing suppressed
 Bulk properties determine wetting
& aggregation, which determine
mixing & flow behavior

sand mixture

θ

Industrial Mixers

Can we predict behavior?
Can we measure realistic 3D flows?
Can we develop and validate statistical models?

Granular, x-ray tomography (Jaeger & Nagel):

 nonlinear, complex fluid with sharp, active shear zones
 current techniques are optical image processing
 new imaging techniques would allow a much needed view of the interior dynamics
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end

 Movies are less aesthetically appealing

Granular Gas and Clustering
Kinetic gas theory plus dissipation, granular fluid with diverging viscosity
(Rachel Derby, UMBC)

 Particle-mediated interactions, long-range correlations

Jamming
How do these things unstuck?

shake

push
harder

decrease
density

Soft Condensed Matter
Nonlinear,
complex systems
• granular materials
• polymers
• colloids
• foams
• suspensions

